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I\.. Yo~ would scarcely guess that our letter KAMCHATKA (kdm-chdt' kd). Shaped like a 
K was once the Egyptian hieroglyph CA which spear-head with a mountain rib run~g through 
was the picture of a bowl. But when written the centre, this peninsula of eastern Siberia 
it looked like this 111\., and its altered form in stretches into the Pacific, between :J3ering Sea on 
the Phoonician alphabet begins to look some- the east and the Sea of Okhotsk on the west, for 
what like our K, written]' backward. The a distance of 750 miles. It covers an area of 
Phoonicians called it J(aph, which means the nearly 105,000 squ3[re miles, but the population 
~palm of the hand," or, perhaps, is under 10,000. The natives 
the "bent hand." The Greeks, in c cf ri: 6: i I~ [ E 1 have characteristics _of both the 
transferririg Kaph to their alpha- Mongolian r~ce and the North 
bet, gave i~ its present form and Pacific Indians.· · 
changed the name to J(appa. Fishing and hunting constitute 

In Latin; after C had come to the chief occupations, and furs 
be used for the k sound, there are the most yaluable production. 
was no need of K, and it fell into The peJ1insula contains many vol-
disuse except in certair1 abbrevia- canoes, both extinct and active, 
tions . .. Anglo - Saxon and early · one of t;he latter (Klutchevskaya, 
English, under Latin influence, .about 16,000 feet) being almost 
likewise used C for the k sound, constantly active. Kamchatka 

--- until the practice of giving C th'e · was annexed to Russia at the 
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s or sh sound before certain vowels close of the 17th century. In 
(as in century, cinder, ocean) led to 1855 it was incorporated with the 
confusion. Then K came to be Maritime Province of Siberia. 
used, particularly before e and i, KANGARQO. If you like to be 
for the hard sound, as in kind, surpr~sed, just watch the kangaroo 
k eg, etc. The combination ck, so in the Zoo awhile. ·. 
common in modern English after You are sure to wonder, at 
a short vowel, was originally kk. first, why there is such a very high 
KALEIDOSCOPE • . One of the strong fence of iron posts and 
most interesting of scientific toys _netting round these queer-l9oking 
is this ingenious instrument, which eJnimals. Some of them no taller 
presents a beautiful ever~changing than children, they sit uprigl?-t 
series of bright and coloured pat- as neatly as ·. if Qn three;legged 
terns. Since its invention by Sir. stools. You might say that they 

Thls great Kangaroo looks as if he 
David Brewst~r in .1817, it has were puffing up to make a speech, (Zre three-legged stools, for . kan-
given pleasure to millions. The but he is merely resting. His two garoos rest · on the hind-legs and 
· l t f · t b b t hind-legs and his thick.muscular tail 1 f t t ·il F th b d s1mp es orm IS a u e a ou provide him with a nice easy-chair. a ong a a . rom ese rqa 

12 inches long and 3 inches in. . · bases their bodies taper up in the 
diameter. · Through this tube run three mirrors oddest way to narrow sloping shoulders and 
which are joined together at their edges, making small deer-like heads. Their full bright eyes 
a hollow triangle within the tube. glance about, their rabbit-ears stand erect, 

At one end there is a little compartment listening. In front of the breast the short fore 
with bits of coloured glass of various sizes and paws are drooped as if they are there ·less for 
shapes. The outer end of this compartment is use than for ornament. . . 
clouded glass, and the inner end is clear ,glass: Hopping About Like a RobiQ.· · 
At the other end of the outside tube is the eye- Sometimes the kangaroo drops on all fours 
glass. vVhen the tube is turned the coloured and eats like a rabbit, hopping about . on his 
bits fall into different positions, and these are hind-legs like a robin. But it seems to be easy 
reflected over and over in the mirrors. It is for him to pick up a carrot, hold it between his 
used for designing carpets, etc. paws, and eat like a squirrel. The keeper kno\\·~ 
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